Food Preparation
Culinary classics, everyday

Every product of our Food Preparation range is designed to make cooking a breeze, giving you more time for yourself and your family. These multi-functional machines tackle day-to-day jobs effortlessly, allowing you to do more in the kitchen. Be it whipping up dishes or hosting a party, our products are your best bet to become a master chef of your family.
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MIXER GRINDERS & FOOD PROCESSORS

- ATTACHMENTS: No. of attachments provided for various functions such as chopping, slicing (fine / coarse) shredding, etc.
- EASY GRIP HANDLES: Ergonomically designed handles for ease of use
- SS 304 GRADE BLADES: Superior SS quality blades for longer use
- WARRANTY ON MOTOR: Warranty on motor
- WARRANTY: 2 year warranty
- TETRA FLOW TECHNOLOGY: Flow breakers on jars to ensure even mixing and grinding
- WATTS POWERFUL MOTOR: Lid lock system ensures hands-free operation
- HAND FREE LID WITH LOCKING CLIPS: Jar with removable fruit filter. Doubles up as liquidising jar and efficient juicer.
- 100% COPPER MOTOR

CHOPPERS & HBS

- SUPER SILENT MOTOR: DC motor for super silent operation
- PREVENTS OVERHEATING: DC motor prevents overheating
- CLICK FIT: Easy locking system of the shaft and body for safe use
- WARRANTY: 2 year warranty
- WATTS
JUICER MIXER GRINDERS

2 year warranty

WARRANTY ON PRODUCT

WATTS

WET GRINDERS

2 year warranty

WARRANTY

WATTS
**TWISTER FRUITY MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.4L
- Liquidising jar with removable fruit filter mesh
- Dry grinding jar with unique 4 leaf multi-function blade for better grinding output

**NEW**

**POWERFUL 750W MOTOR**
(with 30 min rating)

**WARRANTY ON MOTOR**

**WARRANTY ON PRODUCT**

**TETRA FLOW TECHNOLOGY**

**100% COPPER MOTOR**

**SUPER JAR**

---

**STORMIX MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.7L
- Dry grind jar - 1.2L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L
- Unbreakable dual coloured handles
- Opening on lids to add ingredients
- Unique V shaped jars

**NEW**

**POWERFUL 750W MOTOR**
(with 30 min rating)

**WARRANTY ON MOTOR**

**WARRANTY ON PRODUCT**

**TETRA FLOW TECHNOLOGY**

**100% COPPER MOTOR**

---

**TWISTER DLX MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.75L
- Dry grind jar - 1.25L
- Chutney jar - 0.4L
- Unbreakable handles and lids
- Twist locking jar lids with silicone gaskets for smooth, hands-free operation
- Dry grinding jar with unique 4 leaf multi-function blade for better grinding output

**NEW**

**3 BLADES FREE**

**POWERFUL 750W MOTOR**
(with 30 min rating)

**WARRANTY ON MOTOR**

**WARRANTY ON PRODUCT**

**TETRA FLOW TECHNOLOGY**

**100% COPPER MOTOR**

---

**HEXAGRIND MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L
- Clip locking lids in jars for hands-free performance
- Dry grinding jar with unique 4 leaf multi-function blade for better grinding output

**NEW**

**POWERFUL 600W MOTOR**
(with 30 min rating)

**WARRANTY ON MOTOR**

**WARRANTY ON PRODUCT**

**TETRA FLOW TECHNOLOGY**

**100% COPPER MOTOR**
**HELIX ULTRA MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.4L

**CLASSIC MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L

**TWISTER MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L

**GX-11 MIXER GRINDER**

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L
TRIO LV
MIXER GRINDER
- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.4L
- Unbreakable handles and lids

POWERFUL 600W MOTOR
(with 30 min rating)
WARRANTY
HAND FREE LID WITH LOCKING CLIPS
100% COPPER MOTOR

GX-10 DELUXE
MIXER GRINDER
- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L

POWERFUL 600W MOTOR
(with 30 min rating)
WARRANTY ON MOTOR
WARRANTY ON PRODUCT
100% COPPER MOTOR

RUBY
MIXER GRINDER
- RPM - 20000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L
- Unbreakable handles and lids

POWERFUL 500W MOTOR
(with 30 min rating)
WARRANTY ON MOTOR
WARRANTY ON PRODUCT
TETRA FLOW TECHNOLOGY
SS 304 GRADE BLADE
100% COPPER MOTOR

GX-07
MIXER GRINDER
- RPM - 20000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L

POWERFUL 500W MOTOR
(with 30 min rating)
WARRANTY
GX-6
MIXER GRINDER

- RPM - 20000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L

GLORY
MIXER GRINDER

- RPM - 20000
- No. of speeds - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.25L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.4L
- Comes with cord winding facility

BRAVO DLX
MIXER GRINDER

- RPM - 20000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.3L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L

GX-3
MIXER GRINDER

- RPM - 20000
- No. of speeds - 3
- No. of jars - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.2L
- Dry grind jar - 0.8L
- Chutney jar - 0.3L
EASY MIXER GRINDER

• RPM - 20000
• No. of speeds - 3
• No. of jars - 3
• Liquidising jar - 1.5L
• Dry grind jar - 1.0L
• Chutney jar - 0.3L

POWERFUL 500W MOTOR
(with 30 min rating)

WARRANTY ON MOTOR

WARRANTY ON PRODUCT

100% COPPER MOTOR

POPULAR MIXER GRINDER

• RPM - 20000
• No. of speeds - 3
• No. of jars - 3
• Liquidising jar - 1.2L
• Dry grind jar - 0.8L
• Chutney jar - 0.3L

POWERFUL 450W MOTOR
(with 30 min rating)

WARRANTY ON MOTOR

WARRANTY ON PRODUCT
PRESTO XL CHOPPER
- Transparent bowl with volume calibration
- Multi-purpose chopping blade and whisking disc
- Built-in integrated handle for convenience
- Capacity - 1L

HC-01 HORIZONTAL CHOPPER
- Lid locking safety device
- Capacity - 375ml

HM-01 HAND MIXER
- 3 speed control
- Accessories:
  - SS dough hooks
  - Beater attachment
- Eject button available
- Sliding / push switch for convenient & safe operation

HB-10 HAND BLENDER
- Detachable ABS blender stem for easy cleaning
- Penta flow breaker system reduces time and effort
- Ergonomically designed handle
- Mounting hanger available
HB-11 HAND BLENDER

- Detachable SS blender stem for easy cleaning
- Penta flow breaker system reduces time and effort
- Ergonomically designed handle
- Mounting hanger available

HB-12 HAND BLENDER

- Additional chopping jar
- Detachable SS blender stem for easy cleaning
- Penta flow breaker system reduces time and effort
- Ergonomically designed handle
FX-9 NEW FOOD PROCESSOR

- Variable speed selection:
  2 speed + pulse
- 9 variable & convenient attachments:
  - No. of jars - 2
  - Liquidising jar - 1.8L
  - Chutney jar - 0.45L
  - Processing bowl of 2L with 1.4L operating volume
- Stainless steel blades for chopping, slicing, shredding & making French fries
- Convenient blade for atta kneading & whisking
- Citrus juicer attachment
- Stylish & compact design
- Black & silver chrome finish

FX-1000 FOOD PROCESSOR

- RPM - 16000
- No. of speeds - 3
- Attachments include:
  - Liquidising jar - 2.3L
  - Dry grind jar - 1.0L
  - Chutney jar - 0.5L
  - Processing bowl - 3.2L
- Accessories include:
  SS blades for chopping, slicing and shredding, Citrus & centrifugal juicers, dough kneader

FX-11 FOOD PROCESSOR

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- Attachments include:
  - No. of jars - 3
  - Liquidising jar - 1.25L
  - Dry grind jar - 1.0L
  - Chutney jar - 0.3L
  - Processing bowl - 1.25L
- Accessories include:
  egg whisker, centrifugal juicer, atta kneader, chopping blade, citrus juicer
- 5 processing blades include finger chips / French fries blade, slicer coarse, shredder fine, shredder coarse, coconut shredding blade

MASTERCHEF 3.0 FOOD PROCESSOR

- RPM - 18000
- No. of speeds - 3
- Attachments include:
  - No. of jars - 3
  - Liquidising jar - 1.5L
  - Dry grind jar - 1.0L
  - Chutney jar - 0.4L
  - Processing bowl - 1.0L
- Accessories include:
  egg whisker, centrifugal juicer, atta kneader, chopping blade, citrus juicer
- 6 processing blades include finger chips / French fries blade, slicer fine, slicer coarse, shredder fine, shredder coarse, coconut shredder blade
**NEO JX-4 JMG**
- RPM - 18000
- No. of jars - 2
- No. of speeds - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.25L
- Dry grind jar - 0.6L
- Food pusher for efficient juicing
- Spatula for easy removal of mix

**JX-7 JMG**
- RPM - 18000
- No. of jars - 3
- No. of speeds - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1L
- Detachable pulp collector - 2L
- Locking system
- Continuous juicing without stopping for pulp collection

**JX-10 JMG**
- RPM - 18000
- No. of jars - 3
- No. of speeds - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1.0L
- Chutney jar - 0.4L
- Continuous juicing without stopping for pulp collection

**FRESH SIP JMG**
- RPM - 18000
- No. of jars - 2
- No. of speeds - 3
- Liquidising jar - 1.5L
- Dry grind jar - 1L
JX-4 JMG

- RPM - 18000
- No. of jars - 2
- No. of speeds - 2
- Liquidising jar - 1.25L
- Dry grind jar - 0.6L
**WX-1**  
**WET GRINDER WITHOUT ARM**  
- Capacity - 2L  
- Comfort of arm  
- LED indication for On / Off

**WX-3**  
**WET GRINDER WITHOUT ARM**  
- Capacity - 2L  
- Compact and sturdy design

**WX-9**  
**WET GRINDER WITH ARM**  
- Capacity - 2L  
- Comfort of arm  
- LED indication for On / Off

150W MOTOR  
WARRANTY

150W MOTOR  
WARRANTY

175W MOTOR  
WARRANTY